Oberlin Conservatory on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/oberlinconservatory

Note: please don’t use “Oberlin Conservatory of Music” on Facebook – that will take you to an outdated page! The correct one to use is simply “Oberlin Conservatory”.

Conservatory Photo Galleries on Flickr (all galleries):
bit.ly/oberlinconflickr

(points to https://www.flickr.com/photos/oberlin/collections/72157622672621613/)
Alternative short URL is bit.ly/findcon150photos

Celebrating 150 Years at Oberlin (historical photos) photo gallery on Flickr:

(points to https://www.flickr.com/photos/oberlin/set/72157656592286333/)

Share your own historical photos of the Conservatory:
bit.ly/con150photos Share photos by submitting them here.